Let h > 2 and k > 1. It is proved that if S" = {Sj}*=l and J7" = {TjYj=i zre two families of nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets such that IS,-1 < h, \Tj\ < k and Si <£ Tj for all i and j, then the number N{5r°,^) of the sets X such that X is a minimal system of representatives for S? and X is simultaneously a system of representatives for & that satisfies N(S*,&~) < hs(l -(h -r)/hQ+ly, where k = q(h-l) + r with 0 < r < h -2. This was conjectured by M. B. Nathanson [3] in 1985.
Introduction.
Let 5? = {Si} be a family of nonempty sets. The set AT is a system of representatives for <5" if X n 5¿ / 0 for every S¿ in «5^. If X is a system of representatives for 5?, but no proper subset of X is a system of representatives for S?, then X is called a minimal system of representatives for S?.
Let «5* = {Si} and ^ = {T^} be two families of nonempty sets. Let N(S*,9~) denote the number of sets X such that X is a minimal system of representatives for S" and X is also a system of representatives for 9~.
The study of the number N(<2P,9~) could be usefully applied to investigate asymptotic bases in additive number theory. In 1985, Nathanson [3] made two conjectures on this number, which can be stated as follows. CONJECTURE l. Leth>2 and fc > 1. There exists a real number X = X(h, fc) G (0,1) with the following property. Let S? = {S¿}¿=1 be a family of s nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Si with |5¿| < h for all i. Let 9 = {Tj}*=1 be a family oft nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Tj with \Tj\ < k for all j. Suppose Si <£ Tj for all i and j. Then (1) N(S*,9) < haXK CONJECTURE 2. Leth>2 andfc>l. Letk = q(h-l)+r, whereq= \k/(h-l)] and 0 < r < h -2. Define X*(h,k) = l-(h-r)/hq+1. Then X*(h,k) is the smallest value of X for which inequality (1) is true for all families S? and !T that satisfy the conditions of Conjecture 1.
It has been proved that these two conjectures are true in many special cases. Early in 1979, Erdös and Nathanson [1] proved that the conjectures hold if h = fc = 2 when they investigated asymptotic additive bases of order 2 in additive number theory. Jia [2] proved in 1986 that the conjectures are true in the case that h -k > 2. In his 1985 paper [3] , Nathanson proved the conjectures in some special cases. And he proved that if A G (0,1) satisfies N(Sfi,9~) < /t'A' for all S? and !J~ that satisfy the conditions of Conjecture 1, then A > X*(h,k). In the present paper, we prove that Conjectures 1 and 2 are true for any h > 2 and fc > 1.
Main result and a lemma.
The main result of this paper is THEOREM. Let h > 2 and fc > 1. Let k = q(h-1) +r, where q -
holds for any finite families S? and 9 that satisfy the conditions of Conjecture 1.
In particular, we have N(S?,9) < hs((h2 -h + l)/h2Y
if h -k > 2, which is a result by Jia [2] , and
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the theorem.
LEMMA. Let h > 2 and m > 1 with m < L < mh. If
where u is an integer and 0 < r < h -2, then (4) *i---.*m>*,""-1(*-»,j holds for any integers 1 < x¿ < h (i = 1,2,..., m) with ¿3»=i Xi -L.
PROOF. Let f(x\,..., xm) -x\ ■ ■ ■ xm. It is well known that / has no minimal point inside the inner 2¡ of the domain 2¡: 1 < Xi < h (i = 1,... ,m) with the restriction x\ + ■ ■ ■ + xm = L. Hence the minimal point of / must be on the boundary d3¡ of 3.
Since L < mh, it follows from the definition of u that u <m. First we assume u = m, then L -mh -r. We prove 
S=\JStDT=\jTr t=i j=i
We will prove the theorem by induction on t for fixed s > 2kt. If t = 0 then N(^,y) = hs. Let t > 1 and assume that (2) holds for any 0 < t' < t and any s. We consider Tt. Let {Si,..., Sm} be the set of those S¿ that intersect Tt. Denote Therefore for any Xj+m G S'i+m for j = 1,..., m, taking X' = {xi,..., x2m} U Xi, we see that X' is a minimal system of representatives for S"' that contains a system of representatives for ST, and X' contains {x\,... ,xm}UXi.
Since there are hm different simultaneous systems X of representatives counted in N(S^',3r).
Therefore N(&",ZT) < N(5^,^). Hence we may assume that S¿ n Tt = S¿ n T for t = 1,2,..., m.
Let ^" = {Si}si=m+1 and ^"' = {Tj}%\. 
